MAKE MONEY BY PURCHASING
SUPPLIERS
Suppliers that have provided PRO-FORMA INVOICES, which TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC
has accepted, may be accessed in “SUPPLIERS” in
http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/SUPPLIERS/suppliers.html
See 19 in http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/DIRECTORY/directory.html
You may refer new Suppliers to a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL
CENTER (“CENTER”).
See
http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/BUSINESS MART CALL CENTERS.pdf
PURCHASE ORDER
You may issue a PURCHASE ORDER to a CENTER for items you want to acquire from
Suppliers registered in “SUPPLIERS”.
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/PURCHASE ORDER.pdf
You would pay the Suppliers contracted with TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, for items they
provide, by sending funds directly to the coordinates that the Suppliers may designate.
ADVERTISING CREDITS
The PURCHASE ORDER would also need to include an order, paying 25% of the market
value of the ADVERTISING CREDITS, for ADVERTISING CREDITS to be provided by
the CENTER, with a total payment for the ADVERTISING CREDITS being equal to that
of the items ordered from Suppliers.
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/ADVERTISING CREDITS.pdf
Note that ADVERTISING CREDITS are rights to advertising services that are available
to CENTERS through TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC.
To provide the advertising services, TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC uses COMMERCIAL
CREDIT provided to TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC by U.S. PROFESIONALES DE EL
SALVADOR, S.A. DE C.V. (“USPES”), to acquire UNIFORM ADVERTISING WEEK
SERVICES (“UAWS”), which TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC packages within
ADVERTISING CREDITS so that the UAWS may be used to perform the advertising
services offered by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, with the market value of the

ADVERTISING CREDITS being equal to the value obtained through COMMERCIAL
CREDIT by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC when acquiring the UAWS; repayment by TEXAS
HOLDINGS, INC to USPES is as per private agreement.
See http://www.chips-corner.com/GIDEON/contents/en-us/d24.html
You would pay for the ADVERTISING CREDITS by sending the agreed upon currency
funds to the coordinates specified by the CENTER.
COMMERCIAL CREDIT
If you are the Beneficiary of an ADVERTISING CREDIT PROMISSORY NOTE, you
may use that NOTE, as collateral, to obtain COMMERCIAL CREDIT provided by and as
may be approved by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC.
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/ACPN FORMAT.pdf
If you are the Beneficiary of an ADVERTISING CREDIT PROMISSORY NOTE, you
may also provide that NOTE, as an AVAL or GUARANTOR, for other parties that you
may choose to support to obtain COMMERCIAL CREDIT provided by and as may be
approved by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC.
“PAY IT FORWARD” REQUIREMENT
There is no interest charged or loan origination fee for COMMERCIAL CREDIT
provided by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC for use in BUSINESS MART transactions.
But, there is a “pay it forward” requirement.
For each $1 Million UNITED STATES DOLLARS or portion thereof in value of
COMMERCIAL CREDIT you apply for with TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, you MUST
acquire 10 UAWS through a CENTER, from USPES, at a full market value of $10,000
UNITED STATES DOLLARS; which UAWS you MUST allocate to be used by TEXAS
HOLDINGS, INC to advertise for other SUPPLIERS selected by TEXAS HOLDINGS,
INC.
You may arrange to pay for these through negotiations through a CENTER, subject to
approval by USPES.
WORK INSTEAD OF PAYING
If you don’t have funds required for the PURCHASE ORDER, and/or for the “pay it
forward” requirement, prior to submitting the PURCHASE ORDER, you may work with
the CENTER as an INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR to earn the requisite funds.

See
http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/BUSINESS MART CALL CENTERS REV
XV(1).pdf
RESELLING ADVERTISING CREDITS
Through a separate REPURCHASE AGREEMENT, as may be negotiated, you may resell
the ADVERTISING CREDITS acquired through a PURCHASE ORDER, as indicated
above, through the CENTER, to TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, at full market value (i.e., at
four times the amount you paid for the ADVERTISING CREDITS).
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/REPURCHASE AGREEMENT.pdf
The REPURCHASE AGREEMENT would require you to refer other Buyers to the
CENTER such that the CENTER shall accrue income from ADVERTISING CREDITS
purchased by these other Buyers, in currency as you may negotiate through the CENTER
with TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, equal to 200% of the payment amount of the
REPURCHASE AGREEMENT.
Each REPURCHASE AGREEMENT is to be customized.
Once the transacted business referral requirements are satisfied, on behalf of TEXAS
HOLDINGS, INC, the CENTER could remit the REPURCHASE AGREEMENT funds to
coordinates that you may stipulate.

ITEMS ACQUIRED FROM SUPPLIERS
As for items that you acquire from SUPPLIERS, you may use the items; you may resell the
items; with their concurrence, you may leave the items on consignment with a CENTER to
be resold for you; and/or, you may donate the items.
HOUSE PAYMENT EXAMPLE
As an example, suppose you need funds for a house payment of $2,000 UNITED STATES
DOLLARS per month.
You may issue a PURCHASE ORDER to buy $1,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS in
value of goods and services, through a CENTER, to be provided by Suppliers accessed
through “SUPPLIERS” in www.change2100.com/THIBMART/; without providing
payment to the Suppliers.
Plus, as per the PURCHASE ORDER protocol, you would additionally pay $1,000
UNITED STATES DOLLARS to acquire ADVERTISING CREDITS, discounted to 25%

of market value, to buy through a CENTER, with a total PURCHASE ORDER face value
of $2,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS.
$2,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS is the minimum size PURCHASE ORDER that may
be processed.
RECOMMENDED: Instead of paying with out-of-pocket funds, you may work with a
CENTER as a part-time INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR to earn the money to use to
“prime the pump”!
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/BUSINESS MART CALL CENTERS.pdf
The maximum size that may be processed is limited by your ability to pay, by the products
and services that Suppliers may provide per order, and by the purchasing business that
you refer.
By referring other Buyers as explained above, you could receive $2,000 UNITED STATES
DOLLARS by reselling the ADVERTISING CREDITS through the CENTER to TEXAS
HOLDINGS, INC.
The referred other Buyers will have paid $8,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS for
ADVERTISING CREDITS.
Which means that referring eight others that have similar house payments as yours, with
continual use of the protocol, you could have a steady flow of funds to make house
payments!
Plus, you could accrue, at net-zero cost, $1,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS in items you
purchase related to each house payment you make or recover (if you pre-pay the house
payment because you have not yet completed a transaction process).
TAXES ON INCOME
“What about taxes on the income?”
You should consult a qualified tax advisor, but funds to address tax liability could
similarly be obtained.
MAJOR PURCHASE EXAMPLE
The process for large purchases would be the same as for the $2,000 UNITED STATES
DOLLAR PURCHASE ORDER example, with the exception that the items you purchase
and the ADVERTISING CREDITS would be of larger value.
Plus, you may obtain immediate results by referring an entity that engages in the

http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/FEED THE WORLD AND ELIMINATE
DEBT.pdf protocol.
Of course, if you qualify, you may engage in business as per that same protocol!

FINDING PEOPLE AND/OR BUSINESSES TO REFER
“Okay, how can I find people and/or businesses to refer?”
You may buy a full-size spiral notebook, or use NOTES in your IPHONE, to list the names
of 25 people you know; it doesn’t matter who they are, or where they are, as long as they
are people you know well enough to talk with.
You could call each of them and say, “I’m looking for people and businesses that have
debt. I found a consortium that offers a way to pay off debts through referral advertising,
and I can refer people and businesses to them, which will also help me pay off my debts.
Do you know anyone that might have debt, or that works for a business that might have
debt?”
Try and get five referrals from them and add (with name of referral source and date of
referral) to your list.
If they want more information, refer them to this document.
Don’t try and convince them to get involved, let them convince themselves by reviewing
publications provided through www.change2100.com/THIBMART/ with your assistance.
Follow up on their referrals before proceeding with your original list, saying, “You were
referred to me by [name of referral source], I’m looking for people and businesses that
have debt. I found a consortium that offers a way to pay off debts through referral
advertising, and I can refer people and businesses to them, which will also help me pay off
my debts. Do you know anyone that might have debt, or that works for a business that
might have debt?”
You may find that you will never get through your original list because you may satisfy
your objective before then, but you also may add others to your original list as you desire.

